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We had to purchase this and other Prep U codes for our RN program. All of them have mistakes.

Granted, not a lot of mistakes but too many for a teaching program. I am in my second semester

and I have found at least 20 mistakes so far. Our teachers say to let them know and they will notify

LWW but it isn't my job to do their editing. Mistakes are things like marking the answer as incorrect

and then in the explanation contradicting that (most common); typos in the questions and answers;

part of the question listed as an answer and one answer split into 2 answers ( i.e. the answer to a)

the question is: b) five c) sev d) en e) nine). All in all, it is frustrating to use at times but the abiltiy to

learn is there.

This is a wonderful product for anyone interested in nursing. I can definitely say this product helped

me pass my med surg class without a doubt. It gives you different questions to answer that correlate

with the different chapters of the book. Its great because you can choose which chapters you want

to work on and how many questions you want to answer so you can do a quick review or spend

hours practicing. It also keeps track of your questions so you even know which ones are your



weakest sections. For those of you who know nursing questionsÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚Â¦ this is a great way

to practice them!

This product was required for school. Best price I was able to find for this product and arrived same

day! It helps prep for exams and the website is easy to use. I am giving 3 stars only because it is so

expensive and I only use it to take practice quizzes (other features don't seem to be as helpful for

me).

Great buy, especially if you go the cheaper route and buy separate from the book. I had a few

technical issues trying to connect this to my class assigned by my instructor, but tech support

helped me figure it out quickly!

great resource!

Prep u has always been my "go to" when i need to study for an exam. I love that this is a component

that goes along with the book. Great product!!!

I love this program! It has helped me study so much for my nursing tests and my school uses it as a

prep for tests and finals. I definitely recommend purchasing this!

Code had already been used. Huge waste of money.
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